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Introduction

This ebook will give you 100 competition defeating techniques, It will show 

you you different ways to beat your business competition by changing and 

improving different things in your business and the negative effects it could 

have on your competition.

1) You might beat your business competitors by changing your product 

quality. It will present your adversaries with business worries which could 

raise you numerous sales.

2) You can defeat your marketing rivals by improving your advertising 

budget. It could present your competition with financial weakness which 

might give you extra orders.

3) You may overcome your company adversaries by switching your money 

back guarantee. It should present your challengers with economic 

unhappiness which can refine new payments.
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4) You could subdue your niche challengers by bettering your refund policy. 

It can present your opposition with uneasiness which may regulate you 

additional wealth.

5) You might outsmart your business opponents by adjusting your bonuses. 

It might present your rivalries with uncertainly which could reinforce your 

riches.

6) You can triumph over your marketing competitors by repairing your ad 

testing. It would present your adversaries with promotional tragedies which 

might better your profits.

7) You may overtake your company rivals by enhancing your ad tracking. It 

may present your competition with advertising tension which can seize you 

more earnings.

8) You could top your niche adversaries by modifying your affiliate 

bonuses. It will present your challengers with company stress which may 

revise your money.
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9) You might crush your business challengers by revamping your affiliate 

links. It could present your opposition with income strains which could 

safeguard your assets.

10) You can overwhelm your marketing opponents by transforming your 

affiliate program. It should present your rivalries with order slumps which 

might secure you additional cash flow.

11) You may fend off your company competitors by fixing your unique 

selling position. It can present your adversaries with profit slowdowns which 

can refine your bank account.

12) You could outdo your niche rivals by altering your advertisements. It 

might present your competition with slow seasons which may strengthen 

you more investments.

13) You might slam your business adversaries by upgrading your product 

names. It would present your challengers with money skepticism which 

could stretch you some numerous deposits.
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14) You can knockout your marketing challengers by revising your 

testimonials. It may present your opposition with cash flow sickness which 

might transform your finances.

15) You may conquer your company opponents by updating your help desk 

It will present your rivalries with revenue shyness which can upgrade you 

some new funds.

16) You could exceed your niche competitors by editing your product 

quantities. It could present your adversaries with earning setbacks which 

may win you additional returns.

17) You might control your business rivals by reforming your bulleted 

benefits. It should present your competition with conversion sadness which 

could amplify your bottom line.

18) You can stay ahead of your marketing adversaries by amending your 

ad language. It can present your challengers with capital roadblocks which 

might blow you up more income streams.
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19) You may outwit your company challengers by remodeling your text 

fonts. It might present your opposition with commission restraints which can 

boast your capital.

20) You could succeed over your niche opponents by changing your 

discounts. It would present your rivalries with click resentment which may 

broaden extra commissions.

21) You might jump ahead of your business competitors by improving your 

customer contests. It may remit your adversaries with list rejection which 

could bulk you up new transactions.

22) You can whip your marketing rivals by switching your spelling/grammar. 

It will present your competition with opt-in regressions which might dilate 

your circulation.

23) You may lower your company adversaries by bettering your 

coupons/gift certificates. It could present your challengers with hits 

problems which can inflate your wallet.
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24) You could overpower your niche challengers by adjusting your loyalty 

rewards. It should present your opposition with payment pressures which 

may swell your pocket book.

25) You might prevail over your business opponents by repairing your web 

hosting servers. It can present your rivalries with traffic plagues which could 

widen you numerous dollars.

26) You can lick your marketing competitors by enhancing your web site 

colors. It might present your adversaries with investment phobias which 

might spread you out extra currency.

27) You may stomp your company rivals by modifying your content. It 

would present your competition visitor panic which can escalate your 

financial numbers.

28) You could clobber your niche adversaries by revamping your prices. It 

may present your challengers with asset pain which may skyrocket your 

billfold.
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29) You might thwart your business challengers by transforming your target 

audience. It will present your opposition with finance obstructions which 

could blossom your sponsors.

30) You can outlast your marketing opponents by fixing your resell right 

licenses. It could present your rivalries with transaction obstacles which 

might build up your business treasure.

31) You may reduce your company competitors by altering your freebies. It 

should present your adversaries with cost nightmares which can sprout 

your balance sheet.

32) You could take out your niche rivals by upgrading your audios. It can 

present your competition with publicity nervousness which may erect you 

more payments.

33) You might cut out your business adversaries by revising your frequently 

asked questions. It might present your challengers with dollar negativity 

which could amass your pockets.
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34) You can remove your marketing challengers by updating your customer 

service It would present your opposition with currency mishaps which might 

manufacture you additional greenbacks.

35) You may stop your company opponents by editing your videos It may 

present your rivalries with sponsor misfortunes which can springboard you 

some new credits.

36) You could end your niche competitors by reforming your private label 

rights. It will present your adversaries with debt miseries which may 

catapult your purse.

37) You might minimize your business rivals by amending your blog. It 

could present your competition with buyer mayhem which could propel you 

numerous checks.

38) You can erase your marketing adversaries by remodeling your ezine. It 

should present your challengers with low production which might advance 

you extra bucks.
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39) You may clear away your company challengers by changing your logo. 

It can present your opposition with low confidence which can proceed you 

new spenders.

40) You could take away your niche opponents by improving your slogan. It 

might present your rivalries with deposit loses which may give you 

additional patrons.

41) You might sink your business competitors by switching your web site 

them. It would present your adversaries with limiting beliefs which could 

pull you in extra marketers.

42) You can vanish your marketing rivals by bettering your 

keywords/phrases. It may present your competition with legal limitations 

which might surge you more participates.

43) You may dislodge your company adversaries by adjusting your 

payment plan. It will present your challengers with customer letdowns 

which can hike up your online community.
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44) You could eliminate your niche challengers by repairing your payment 

options. It could present your opposition with order lack which may fill up 

your piggyback.

45) You might exclude your business opponents by enhancing your terms 

and conditions. It should present your rivalries with credit jitters which could 

gather you more  new receipts.

46) You can extract your marketing competitors by modifying your legal/ 

privacy disclaimers. It can present your adversaries with jealously which 

might magnify you more proceeds.

47) You may terminate your company rivals by revamping your limited time 

offers. It might present your competition with business irritations which can 

deepen your savings.

48) You could destroy your niche adversaries by transforming your product 

features. It would present your challengers with lead irateness which may 

add to your fortune.
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49) You might close out your business challengers by fixing your ad humor. 

It may present your opposition with inefficiencies which could shoot up your 

yield.

50) You can cease your marketing opponents by altering your limit quantity 

offers. It will present your rivalries with inhibitions which might flood your 

network.

51) You may halt your company competitors by upgrading your product 

formats. It could present your adversaries with inconveniences which can 

accelerate your subscribers.

52) You could drop down your niche rivals by revising your domain name. It 

should present your competition with incompleteness which may acquire 

you more readers.

53) You might blockade your business adversaries by updating your web 

site music. It can present your challengers with web inadequacies which 

could add you numerous 

friends.
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54) You can punch out your marketing challengers by editing your product 

covers. It might present your opposition with internet ill fortunes which 

might assemble you extra 

followers.

55) You may detain your company opponents by reforming your product 

uses. It would present your rivalries with company hurdles which can attract 

you new leads.

56) You could hinder your niche competitors by amending your contact 

options. It may present your adversaries with liabilities which may 

rejuvenate you additional prospects.

57) You might hold off your business rivals by remodeling your web site 

optimization. It will present your competition with distribution headaches 

which could bolster your opt-ins.

58) You can hold back your marketing adversaries by changing your 

product reviews. It could present your challengers with traffic hardships 

which might boost you more members.
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59) You may block your company challengers by improving your follow up 

system. It should present your opposition bankruptcy handicaps which can 

build you up numerous visitors.

60) You could impede your niche opponents by switching your web site 

monetization. It can present your rivalries with frustration which may create 

you extra fans.

61) You might obstruct your business competitors by bettering your 

shipping terms. It might present your adversaries with production flops 

which could construct you new traffic.

62) You can knock off your marketing rivals by adjusting your 

autoresponder course. It would present your competition with customer 

service fears which might grow your list.

63) You may shut off your company adversaries by repairing your upsell 

system. It may present your challengers with fatigue which can dig you up 

additional customers.
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64) You could finish off your niche challengers by enhancing your product 

rebates. It will present your opposition with professional failures which may 

enhance you more clients.

65) You might close down your business opponents by modifying your 

advertisement jargon. It could present your rivalries with online dread which 

could enlarge you numerous referrals.

66) You can deactivate your marketing competitors by revamping your web 

site pictures. It should present your adversaries with downturns which 

might enrich you with extra income.

67) You may delay your company rivals by transforming your product 

metaphors/analogies. It can present your competition with demand 

downfalls which can ensure you some new buyers.

68) You could detain your niche adversaries by fixing your product safety. It 

might present your challengers with recession doubt which may expand 

you some additional affiliates.
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69) You might stun your business challengers by altering your web site 

graphics. It would present your opposition with organization distresses 

which could extend your shoppers.

70) You can shock your marketing opponents by upgrading your ordering 

security. It may present your rivalries with distractions which might fortify 

you more endorsements.

71) You may ambush your company competitors by revising your social 

networking. It will present your adversaries with bill displeasure which can 

fulfill you more subscriptions.

72) You could surprise your niche rivals by updating your past experience 

stories. It could present your competition with disorder which may gain you 

extra advertisers.

73) You might clamp down on your business adversaries by editing your 

pay later options. It should present your challengers with dismay which 

could generate you new clicks.
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74) You can squash your marketing challengers by reforming your 

persuasive quotes/hype. It can present your opposition with 

discouragements which might grab you additional spenders.

75) You may foil your company opponents by amending your positive 

business history. It might present your rivalries with discomposure which 

can develop you more admirers.

76) You could cross out your niche competitors by remodeling your pro and 

cons of buying. It would present your adversaries with disadvantages which 

may guide more resellers to you.

77) You might suppress your business rivals by changing your viral 

marketing. It may present your competition with management disabilities 

which could hand you numerous supporters.

78) You can turn back your marketing adversaries by improving your text 

size. It will dispatch your challengers with dilemmas which might heighten 

your advocates.
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79) You may obviate your company challengers by switching your selling 

stories. It could present your opposition with tax depression which can help 

you get new site viewers.

80) You could abolish your niche opponents by bettering your product 

facts. It should present your rivalries with accounting decreases which may 

implement you additional hits.

81) You might block out your business competitors by adjusting your 

surprise bonuses. It can present your adversaries with blog declines which 

could increase your readership.

82) You can demolish your marketing rivals by repairing your affiliate 

software. It might present your competition with web site crisis which might 

improve your click throughs.

83) You may destroy your company adversaries by enhancing your 

marketing tools. It would present your challengers with refund crashes 

which can influence more jv partners.
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84) You could dissolve your niche challengers by modifying your product 

descriptions. It may present your opposition with conflicts which may 

inspire more co-ops.

85) You might kill your business opponents by revamping your screen 

shots. It will present your rivalries with selling concerns which could 

intensify your viewers.

86) You can snuff out your marketing competitors by transforming your opt-

in forms. It could hand your adversaries with product busts which might 

locate you additional conversions.

87) You may wipe away your company rivals by fixing your business 

investments. It should present your competition with burdens which can 

lengthen your open rates.

88) You could supplant your niche adversaries by altering your 

publicity/press releases. It can present your challengers with the blues 

which may maintain you more contacts.
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89) You might get rid of your business challengers by upgrading your case 

studies. It might present your opposition with bookkeeping bleakness which 

could make you numerous colleagues.

90) You can stall your marketing opponents by revising your 

forum/massage board. It would present your rivalries with business barriers 

which might manage you to get extra admirers.

91) You may limit your company competitors by updating your one time 

offers. It may remit your adversaries with bad times which can maximize 

you more browsers.

92) You could elapse your niche rivals by editing your squeeze pages. It 

will present your competition jv partners with bad luck which may modify 

you additional supporters.

93) You might smash your business adversaries by reforming your 

outsourcing. It could present your challengers with apprehension which 

could motivate your student count.
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94) You can deplete your marketing challengers by amending your pay per 

click advertising. It should present your opposition with click-through 

anxiety which might multiply you more viewers.

95) You may purge your company opponents by remodeling your offline 

advertising. It can present your rivalries with annoyances which can obtain 

you numerous linkers.

96) You could delete your niche competitors by changing your add on 

products. It might present your adversaries with anguish which may perfect 

your acquaintances.

97) You might lesson your business rivals by improving your pop up/exit 

ads. It would present your competition with budget anger which could 

persuade you to get new connections.

98) You can decrease your marketing adversaries by switching your 

employees. It may present your challengers with ambition which might 

preserve you additional revenue.
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99) You may diminish your company challengers by bettering your paid 

advertising. It will present your opposition with agitation which can prolong 

your royalties.

100) You could dissolve your niche opponents by adjusting your product 

samples/trials. It could present your rivalries with adversities which may 

protect your income.
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